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Treating The Customer Fairly And
Duty Of Care
1. Provision of Services
1.1. Efficient, honest, transparent and fair
Your role at East West Insurance Brokers
Pty Ltd (EWIB/ShieldCover), as an insurance
intermediary, is to provide advice and guidance
to enable clients to make informed decisions
about their insurance.
You must ensure that at all times the
insurance services are being provided
efficiently, honestly, transparently and fairly.
This obligation is imposed by the Australian
financial services laws and is broader than the
common law responsibility to use due, skill,
care and diligence.

1.2. Industry codes of practice
You need to be aware of the Insurance Industry
Codes of Practice which include how you must
treat your customers fairly in all areas of your
job role including the handling of claims and
complaints. They are the:
• general Insurance Code of Practice, which

regulates the conduct of insurers who adopt
the Code
• insurance Brokers Code of Practice which
regulates the conduct of insurance brokers
• national Insurance Brokers Association of
australia (NIBA) Code of Practice

1.3. General insurance code of practice
As EWIB/ShieldCover acts on behalf of
certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s, who have
subscribed to the Code, we must comply with
Code whenever selling Lloyd’s products or
handling claims on behalf of Lloyd’s. If we
do not comply, the insured can report EWIB/
ShieldCover to Lloyd’s or directly to AFCA.
Where there is a co-insurance arrangement,
all of the insurers must have adopted the
Code for the policy to be covered by the Code.
The updated 2020 Code can be found at the
following link:
www.codeofpractice.com.au.
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The Code covers all general insurance products
with the exception of:
• workers compensation
• marine insurance
• domestic builders insurance or domestic

builders warranty/indemnity insurance

• medical indemnity insurance
• compulsory third-party insurance
• life and health insurance products issued by

life or registered health insurers

As an Underwriting Agency that acts on behalf
of insurers that subscribe to the Code EWIB/
ShieldCover include clear and accessible
information about the Code in our product
information and on our website.
AFCA’s Code Compliance and Monitoring
team provides code monitoring, secretariat
and administrative services to the General
Insurance Code Governance Committee (CGC),
which is ultimately in charge of monitoring
the Code. Alleged breaches of the Code can be
reported to CGC, which will then:
• investigate the breach
• provide the opportunity for the insurer to

respond

• determine whether a breach has occurred
• reach agreement with the insurer about what

corrective action should be taken, by when it
will be taken and how it will be monitored
• monitor if corrective measures have been
implemented within the agreed time frame
The CGC can impose the following sanctions:
• a requirement that particular corrective

action be taken within a specified time frame

• a requirement that a compliance audit be

undertaken

• corrective advertising
• publication of the non-compliance (where

there is a significant breach)

• a requirement to compensate an individual

for direct loss

• community benefit payment orders up to a

maximum amount of $100,000 (for significant
breaches of the code)

A significant breach is a breach that is
determined to be significant by reference to:
• the number and frequency of similar previous
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breaches

• the impact of the breach, or likely breach,

on EWIB/Shieldcover’s ability to provide our
services
• the extent to which the breach, or likely
breach, indicates that EWIB/Shieldcover’s
arrangements to ensure compliance with the
code are inadequate
• the actual, or potential, financial loss caused
by the breach
• the duration of the breach
When imposing a community benefit
payment, the CGC must take into account
any remediation awarded by AFCA and an
investigation of serious misconduct by ASIC.
The decisions of the CGC are binding on Code
subscribers.
For more information on breaches please refer
to EWIB/ShieldCover’s Incident and Breach
Reporting Manual.
1.3.1. EWIB/Shieldcover as a Lloyd’s
coverholder
The Code applies to business written under
binder by Lloyd’s Coverholders located in
Australia, as well as binder claims adjusted
either by a Lloyd’s Coverholder or a
delegated claims administrator located in
Australia.
The Code does not apply to Lloyd’s business
where:
• the business is placed via the open market

and written outside australia

• the claims are adjusted outside australia

1.4. Best interests duty
As an intermediary, you must:
• act in the best interests of your clients when

giving advice

• provide advice which is appropriate to the

client

• warn the client when the advice is based on

incomplete or inaccurate information
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1.5. Common law duty of care
1.5.1. What is the duty?
You also owe a duty to clients to exercise
reasonable care and skill in the provision
of your services. If you fail to do so, EWIB/
ShieldCover may be liable for any loss
suffered by the client because of that failure.
No duty of care is owed unless injury or
loss to the client is reasonably foreseeable.
However, in the context of professional
negligence claims, injury or loss to a client
as a result of careless conduct by an
intermediary is nearly always foreseeable.
While a letter of engagement is an
important indicator of the nature and
scope of your duty, it is not conclusive. In
some circumstances, your duty of care may
require you to take further steps beyond the
specifically agreed task or function to avoid
a real and foreseeable risk of loss for the
client.
1.5.2. What standard is expected?
The standard of care required that is
expected of you, is that of a competent,
experienced, well-informed intermediary not someone with an extraordinary degree
of skill. However, you are expected to have
specialist knowledge of insurance when
compared to the ordinary person. The
degree of care you must take depends on the
circumstances and the particular client.
You will be liable for errors of judgement
if the error is a lapse from the standard
of care and skill expected of a reasonable
intermediary in the circumstances. Not
all errors of judgement will amount to
such a lapse. This is why you need to fully
appreciate your client’s requirements and
understand the insurance you are advising on
and arranging.
What you need to do to fulfil this duty
will depend upon the circumstances of
each client, including the scope of your
engagement e.g., have you agreed to give
general or personal advice, the quality of
instructions given by the client and the
sophistication of the client, e.g., are they
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retail or wholesale, do they have experience
in insurance matters.
When advising wholesale or business
clients, there is an expectation that you
will collect relevant information about the
client’s business and undertake additional
research regarding the industry in which the
client operates to properly assess the risks
facing the client and their business when
formulating an insurance program.
If you have represented yourself as an expert
in a particular insurance class or a particular
industry, you may be held to a higher
standard – for example, if you profess to be
an expert in a particular type of insurance
or insurance for a particular industry,
occupation or profession.
The standard does change for someone who
is less experienced or is being supervised by
a more experienced intermediary.
A more knowledgeable or expert client
on insurance may not be owed the same
standard of care, as a client who has little
or no insurance experience or is looking to
you to provide all of this expertise. Likewise
wholesale clients that regularly purchase
commercial and business insurances may be
owed a different duty to retail clients who are
less sophisticated and knowledgeable buyers
of insurance.
Your advice and service need to be tailored
to the client considering these things.
Clients are never responsible for checking an
intermediary’s work or identifying mistakes.
Clients are entitled to assume that you have
has carried out their instructions, e.g. clients
are not required to check a certificate of
insurance provided by EWIB/ShieldCover.
1.5.3. Specific elements of the common law
duty
As an intermediary you are liable for giving
incorrect advice about cover under a policy.
An insured’s failure to read the policy does
not affect EWIB/ShieldCover’s liability as
the insured is entitled to rely upon your
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advice. You should check the terms of the
policy received to ensure it matches their
instructions.
You also have a duty to advise of exclusions
or limitations in cover arranged for
the insured, particularly terms that are
considered to be unusual or that are
restrictive in relation to geography, limits of
liability, or extent of cover. This is particularly
the case where the insurer identifies
important conditions on a renewal notice to
EWIB/ShieldCover.
Ensure that you discuss or advise about risks
which are uninsured and confirm in writing
when the client decides not to cover them.
Similarly, if the client does not wish to act on
our recommendation of an improvement to
their cover, confirm this in writing.
If all the class of an insurance or product
on which you are authorised to advise are
not appropriate for the client, then do not
recommend any insurance to the client.
If appropriate, refer the client to another
intermediary who can assist. If the advice is
to replace one policy with another, ensure
that you are satisfied that the overall benefits
from the new policy would be greater than
the old.
It is not enough to supply a copy of the
policy and instruct the insured to read it
closely to check it is suitable and it is not
relevant that such details may have been
advised previously or on an earlier renewal.
You should inform clients about any actions
which may affect their insurance e.g., the
insurance risks involved in letting premises to
a tenant engaged in a hazardous occupation.
Always advise clients of the differences
between a new and existing policy. This
applies on renewal and any mid-term
changes. Take care when selecting an
insurer. You will be liable for recommending
an insurer you know to be in financial
difficulties, or for placing cover through an
underwriting agency which does not have
agreements with underwriters.
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1.5.4. To whom is the duty owed
Usually the duty is owed to the person who is
instructing you – the insured (i.e. the person
who is the party to the insurance contract
with the insurer).
1.5.5. Duration of duty
Your duty continues from the time of your
first engagement by the client and after the
date the insurance has been arranged if
there is a continuing business relationship.
Usually, this from the time the client signs a
Letter of Engagement or otherwise instructs
to act as their intermediary until you formally
terminate the relationship or the client or
someone else (e.g., the insurer) informs
you that the client has engaged a new
intermediary. So, if you stop acting for an
insured, you must notify the insurer.
1.5.6. Providing ongoing sales service
Control procedures must be in operation
to ensure that advantages in minimizing
exposures to your clients which evolve out
of new product launches, product changes,
legislative changes and court decisions are
implemented in an expeditious manner.
1.5.7. Sales and service standards
To measure the success of your client
contact, measurement standards must be
established to monitor and record:
• strike rates on leads and telephone

enquires

• lapse rates
• business retention (number of years

business held)

• number of policies per client
• number of complaints/disputes

1.6. What is a complaint or dispute
A Complaint means an expression of
dissatisfaction made to or about EWIB, related
to our products, services, staff, or the handling
of a complaint process itself, where a response
or resolution is explicitly or implicitly expected
or legally required.
From 5th October 2021 when the new
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requirements came into force ASIC have
specified in RG 271 that the following
expressions of dissatisfaction are complaints:
• posts on a social media channel owned or

controlled by ewib, where the author is both
identifiable and contactable (for example,
expressions of dissatisfaction posted on a
EWIB’s facebook page)
• complaints about a matter that is the subject
of an existing remediation program, or about
the remediation program itself (for example,
complaints about delays in remediation
payments)
• complaints about the handling of an
insurance claim
For the avoidance of doubt, RG 271 stipulates
that the following are not complaints:
• employment-related complaints raised by

financial firm staff

• comments made about a firm where a

response is not expected, such as feedback
provided in surveys or reports intended
solely to bring a matter to a financial firm’s
attention

If the complainant is not satisfied with EWIB’s
action in response to the complaint, it may
then become a dispute.
A dispute is an unresolved complaint. This
means that if a client is not satisfied by an
initial response to a complaint, the complaint
may escalate and become a dispute. Whether
or not the complaint actually becomes a
dispute is ultimately decided by the client.
The client may decide to accept a complaint
response or require that the issue be treated as
a dispute.
If a dispute is not resolved, the client must be
provided with information about how they can
contact AFCA.
1.6.1 Guidelines to follow when receiving a
complaint
There are certain steps to follow when
speaking to a complainant. These include:
• listen to what the complainant has to say
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• empathise with the complainant, without

• understand when to say “no” and be firm

•

• always say, “thank you”
• explain why you appreciate the reasons for

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

making admissions
never blame the complainant, or another
person or department in our organisation
if the complainant has poor communication
skills, offer them the opportunity to have
an interpreter or representative speak on
their behalf
obtain full relevant facts. write them down
and read them back to the complainant.
ask the necessary questions in a polite and
even-handed manner to obtain the most
detailed response
confirm the information received to ensure
that it is correct
attempt to resolve the problem with an
explanation or information
ask the complainant if they are satisfied
if the complaint cannot be resolved
immediately, tell the complainant that
our complaints manager is dedicated to
resolving client problems and that the
matter can be referred to him to see if
he can help the insured further. seek to
obtain the insured’s agreement to this. tell
the insured the name of our complaints
manager and that he will contact them
within 24 hours
immediately complete a complaints form,
and provide it to one of our complaints
managers
keep the complainant informed of the
progress of the complaint. don’t wait for
them to make contact

When you receive a complaint, follow these
golden rules:
• try to remain calm even in the most

•
•
•
•

demanding situations. help the client
maintain their control, no matter how angry
they are
treat the complainant courteously and
fairly at all times
be convincing in your expressions and
actions to earn their trust
listen to the client – while they are not
always right, a dissatisfied client is a
liability, not an asset
be patient if the client communicates
poorly and help them to get their meaning
across
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without antagonising the client
the complainant calling

• apologise for the mistake
• promise to follow up on the problem
•
•
•
•

immediately
ask for the necessary information
correct the mistake - promptly
check client satisfaction
prevent future mistakes

For further information on the handling
of complaints you can refer to EWIB/
ShieldCover’s Complaints and Disputes
Procedures Manual.

1.7. Dealing with vulnerable insureds
For retail insurances as Lloyd’s is a Code
subscriber, EWIB/ShieldCover must have
internal policies to support those who are
affected by vulnerabilities, including family
violence and mental health conditions.
The aim is to engage with those affected in
a compassionate, sensitive, dignified and
respectful way. EWIB/ShieldCover’s policies will
include identifying and understanding when
someone is vulnerable and how to consider
their needs or vulnerability and arrange
additional support, for example, referring the
vulnerable person to people, or services, with
specialist training and experience.
A person’s vulnerability can be due to any of
the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

age
disability
mental health conditions
physical health conditions
family violence
language barriers
literacy barriers
cultural background
aboriginal or torres strait islander status
remote location
financial distress

We are required to provide support measures
to those who are vulnerable including:
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• finding a way to work with the person that

1.8. Family violence policy

•

EWIB/ShieldCover has a family violence policy
in place which is publicly available on our
website. Family violence is “violent, threatening
or other behaviour by a person that coerces
or controls a member of the person’s family or
causes the family member to be fearful”.

•

•

•

is suitable, sensitive and compassionate,
protect the person’s privacy and makes it
easier for them to communicate with us
identifying whether the person requires
additional support and working reasonably
with that support person – for example, a
lawyer, consumer representative, interpreter
or friend or a financial counselling or
community support service
implementing these support measures
as early as possible and ensuring EWIB/
Shieldcover’s processes are flexible enough
to recognise the authority of a support
person who is helping the person
supporting those who may have difficulty
providing identification and providing flexible
alternatives for verification of identity –
especially for people from the aboriginal or
torres strait islander community or a nonenglish speaking background
access to interpreter services where this
is requested by the person or reasonably
necessary for us to communicate with the
person and providing information on EWIB/
Shieldcover’s website about how to access
these services for people who have language
barriers

For those who have a past or current mental
health issue condition, LUAW will have internal
policies to:
• design and sell our insurance products and

apply their terms in compliance with the
requirements of the disability discrimination
act 1992
• treat people with any past or current mental
health condition fairly
• to ask only relevant questions when deciding
whether to provide cover for a pre-existing
mental health condition and if we cannot
provide the intending insured with cover for
that condition, we will tell them about their
right to ask us for the information we relied
on when assessing the application
More guidance on the internal policies, training
and resources required is in the ‘Guide on
mental health to support the Insurance Council
of Australia’s General Insurance Code of
Practice’.
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EWIB/ShieldCover’s family violence policy
provides for:
• making sure that safety is paramount for

anyone affected by family violence

• early recognition of family violence and
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

training to improve our responses to
someone affected by family violence
protecting the private and confidential
information of customers affected by family
violence
minimising the number of times, a customer
affected by family violence needs to disclose
information about family violence
ensuring appropriate and sensitive claims
handling processes for claimants affected by
family violence
ensuring collection arrangements are
handled sensitively
arranging access to financial hardship help
informing customers, our employees, brokers
and service suppliers about information
and assistance that is available to people
experiencing family violence
referring customers, our employees and
brokers information about specialist services
supporting people experiencing family
violence
supporting employees and brokers who:
» are themselves affected by family violence
» experience vicarious trauma after serving
affected customers

All relevant staff have received training so that
you are aware of the policy that applies to
family violence policy.

1.9. Financial hardship
Financial hardship is where the insured, or
another person that EWIB/ShieldCover may
be dealing with, has difficulty meeting their
financial obligations to EWIB/ShieldCover, as
the agent of the insurer.
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For example, if the person is an insured or
a third-party beneficiary who owes EWIB/
ShieldCover money — including an excess —
under an insurance policy EWIB/ShieldCover
has issued, or we are seeking to recover money
from the person as an insurance recovery
(because we believe the person caused
damage or loss to our insured, or a third-party
beneficiary, or their property, which is covered
by the insurance policy).
Free, confidential, independent financial advice
is available through the following:
•
•
•
•

financial counselling australia
the national debt helpline on 1800 007 007
asic moneysmart website
good shepherd website for affordable
financial programs

We are not required to provide financial
hardship support with paying premiums.
For more information on Financial Hardship
please refer to Part 10 of the Code at
www.codeofpractice.com.au.

1.10 Language & literacy barriers
information
EWIB/ShieldCover is committed to ensuring
there is no communication barrier.
Some customers many have difficulties
communicating effectively with EWIB/
ShieldCover due to language barriers or limited
literacy skills.
If our staff at EWIB/ShieldCover are having
trouble communicating with our customers,
there are a number of support services we can
use to communicate effectively. These services
are offered to EWIB/ShieldCover ‘s customers
where required and are detailed below.
1.10.1. Translation and interpreting services
The Translating and Interpreting Service (TIS
National) is an interpreting service provided
by the Department of Immigration and Border
Protection for people who do not speak
English and for agencies and businesses that
need to communicate with their non-English
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speaking clients.
TIS National provides interpreting assistance
to enable non-English speakers to access
government agencies and services, police
and legal services, education, healthcare and
community groups, as well as services offered
by private businesses.
TIS National provides the following
interpreting services:
• immediate phone interpreting
• atis voice automated voice-prompted

immediate phone interpreting

• pre-booked phone interpreting
• on-site interpreting
• illegal maritime arrival (IMA) interpreting

The TIS National immediate phone
interpreting service is available 24 hours a
day, every day of the year for the cost of a
local call for any person or organisation in
Australia who needs an interpreter.
Further information can be found on their
website at: https://www.tisnational.gov.au/
1.10.2. Accessibility services - Relay and
Typewriter (TTY) services
If a customer is deaf and/or they find it
hard hearing or speaking over the phone,
the National Relay Service (NRS) are able to
assist. The NRS is available 24 Hours a day,
every day (regular phone costs apply):
• Teletypewriter (TTY) users - phone 133 677
• voice relay (speak & listen) users - phone

1300 555 727

• SMS Relay users - phone 0423 677 767

For more information please visit the
National Relay Service’s website:
https://www.communications.gov.au/whatwe-do
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